
YellowBusLive(YBL)is a mobile application that connects parents with their child school transport 
system, enabling them to locate their child and school bus at any given moment during their school bus 

route.

Real Time School Bus Tracking Solution
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Yellow Bus Live



YellowBusLive Advantage
Track buses movement live on your computer or mobile screen and 
authenticate student attendance using RFiD based solution

The cloud-based YBL app helps to 
manage school bus fleet effectively 
by transforming them into Smart 

Buses.
 Live GPS tracking
 Real time updates on all  
        activities
 Keep bus attendance
 Downloadable reports
 Performance analysis
  History of all activities
 Easy to read dashboard
 Cloud based solution

YBL is a single window app for 
parents to view their child’s 

movement in their mobile devices.
The estimate arrival time of the bus 
for pick up and drop of the child is 
notified to parents
YBL app gives parents real time 
location of their child while he or she 
is traveling to or from school
Monitor the activities of multiple Monitor the activities of multiple 
children in the same school from the 
app 

Allows bus drivers to have a clear 
visibility of their route plan and 

students plan
Eliminates chances of mistaken 
identity by displaying the photo and 
exact address for each student
List details of all student addresses 
and pick up and drop off points, 
enabling drivers to execute their job 
more efficiently
Replacement drivers can handle Replacement drivers can handle 
any route easily 

School advantage Parent advantage Driver advantage

Geo Location
Get real time location of school busesthrough our user-friendly 
interface on your smartphone or Tablet

Alerts
Get alerts of boarding and disembarking, arrival notifications,
delays or emergency situations

Messages
With YBL, the school can send messages and push notifications 
directly to the parent app

Update
Parents can directly inform school administrators of child’s 
absence or route changes

YBL Features
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